
Hardened RESIST protective cases are specifically designed to withstand heavy-duty use 
in the field. They can withstand 1000 drops from a height of 1.20m, that is 30 time higher 
than the requirements of military standard MIL-STD 810G.

RESIST PACK cases feature a grip strap, neck strap and stylus holder. They are user-friendly 
and easy to carry around which ensures that the tablets can be used in all conditions: on 
the move, in a meeting, and even while standing up in a hostile environment.

RUGGED PROTECTIVE CASE 
FOR iPAD 2018/2017/AIR 2/AIR
Ref. 050002

*TFP 4.0
The new generation of MOBILIS® exclusive anti-shock material
Specifically made to cushion shocks even the most violent, it instantly absorbs up to 90% of impact energy, then disperses it. Thus, no shock 
wave is transmitted to your device. This new TFP 4.0 generation is reinforced with more microcells, to be more efficient in repeated impact 
absorption. 

+ MOBILIS® exclusivity
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PERIMETRIC BUMPER
Double integral bumpers on the 4 sides of the 
device absorbs lateral and corner shocks both 
from above and below.

PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

COMPLEXE EXCLUSIF ANTI-CHOCS
Rigid upper and lower sections of the case lined with 
TFP 4.0*.

PATENTED INNOVATION

4 SHOCK WAVE ABSORBERS
These TFP 4.0* pads are adjustable in height and 
density to cushion and absorber shocks and vibrations 
proportionally to their intensity. Their specific shape is 
designed to facilitate dispersion of the impact energy.

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion
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SPECIFICATIONS

Ref Product EAN code

050002 RESIST Pack - Case for iPad 2018/2017/Air 2/Air 3700992511399

Packed product weight Packed product dimensions SPCB quantity PCB quantity

328 g 284 x 215 x 43 mm 10 20

RUGGED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR iPAD 2018/2017/AIR 2/AIR

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
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Landscape layout

Elastic hand strap

For typing in standing position

Stylus holder

For transport

Shoulder strap included

Portrait layout

* Stylus and cord not included

+ Shoulder strap attachment rings :
Braided nylon, resistant to a 15kg traction per ring

Weight: 214 g I Dimensions : 262 x 193 x 21 mm

PACK COMPOSITION

• 1 case
• 1 shoulder strap + 4 soft rings to attach it
• Installation instructions
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